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Hartree-Fock and Msller-Plesset second order (MP2) calculations have been carried out in
order to study the stability and structure of open-shell group 11 monocarbonyl compounds
MC0 (M=Cu,Ag,Au).
AgCO is calculated to be a very weakly bound molecule with a
dissociation energy of less than 1 kJ/mol, and this casts some doubt on the previously reported
identification of this species in matrix isolation studies. AuCO is stable only if relativistic effects
are included, which explains the recently observed anomaly in the strength of the metal-CO
interaction within the group 11 series. The metal-carbonyl interactions in CuCO and AuCO are
relatively weak, with dissociation energies of about 30 kJ/mol and may be best described as a
combination of dispersion, donor-acceptor (charge-transfer) and repulsive interactions. The
MP2 Cu-CO dissociation energy of 32 kJ/mol is in good agreement with the estimated
experimental value of 23=t6 kJ/mol. At the highest level of theory, AuCO possesses a bent
geometry with a bond angle of 151” at the MP2 level, but this arrangement lies only 2 kJ/mol
below the linear structure. The basis set superposition error and the role of metal f functions are
discussed. Dipole polarizabilities are calculated for the group 11 elements at various levels of
electron correlation in order to discuss dispersion interactions. These are found to be very
sensitive to relativistic and electron correlation effects. For the neutral gold atom, relativistic
effects in the dipole polarizability become comparable to electron correlation contributions. The
multielectron adjusted group 11 pseudopotentials give reliable results for the atomic and
molecular properties discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that gold shows unusually
large relativistic effects compared to other elements in the
Periodic Table,’ causing anomalies (often denoted as the
gold anomaly) such as large gold-ligand stretching force
constants,2’3 unusually high dissociation energies of intermetallic gold compounds,4 large gold-gold binding energies and high nuclearity cluster formation,5-7 aurophilic
interactions8 in organometallic and coordination compounds, and the occurrence of high oxidation states of
gold.g*‘O This also seems to be the case for the group 11
monocarbonyl species, i.e., matrix isolation studies of
MC0 (M= Cu, Ag, and Au) ‘i-l4 as well as investigations
of CO adsorption on group 11 metal surfaces15-21suggest
that CO binds much more strongly to copper and gold
than to silver. For example, the maximum temperature at
which CO adsorbs on silver metal (40-80 K) (Ref. 16) is
much less than that for copper (190-210 K) (Refs. 17 and
18) or gold (150-180 K) (Ref. 19). Very recently, Willner
et aL22 succeeded in synthesizing
the bis(carbony1)
gold(I) complex Au(CO)$ and it was suggested that its
stability may be due to relativistic effects.
There is considerable interest in CO adsorption on
metal surfaces and clusters because of its implications in
catalysis and surface chemistry. Several theoretical studies
of Cu,COQ (n> 1; 4= + 1,O) have been published concerning the bonding and stability of such compounds.23-27
“To whom correspondenceshould be addressed.

CuCO seems to be a model system for studying the bonding of CO on copper surfaces.23p24Recent configuration
interaction (CI) calculations on CuCO using medium to
large sized basis sets resulted in quite different stabilities of
the metal-carbon bond ranging from zero to 81 kJ/
mo1.23-25 Most calculations, however, yield a van der
Waals type weak interaction with a linear CuCO arrangement. Recent experimental results by Blitz, Mitchell, and
Hackett estimate the Cu-CO dissociation energy to be
23 f 6 kJ/mo1.28 Since the chemisorption energy of CO on
copper surfaces is estimated as - 70 kJ/mol,20 which is too
large to be of van der Waals type,2g the utility of CuCO as
a model system for chemisorption is in question. To our
knowledge, no ab initio molecular orbital calculations on
AuCO have been reported so far.
Weak interactions between atoms and molecules can
be modeled by perturbation theory using a series expansion
of the intermolecular Coulomb operator as the perturbation operator.30 The various terms in the perturbation series are usually classified as Coulomb, exchange-repulsion,
dispersion, induction, charge-transfer, and higher order
terms. These terms usually depend on electrostatic multipole moments, multipole polarizabilities, and overlap contributions. At long distances between the weakly interacting moieties, the intermolecular
electron correlation
contribution can be equated to the dispersion interaction
which, to second order, is dependent on the electrostatic
dipole polarizabilities of the interacting species,30 in our
--case the metal atom and CO. The dispersion energy alone
is often used to discuss van der Waals bonding between
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molecules. Experimental multipole polarizabilities for the
group 11 elements are not available, and previously calculated values for the dipole polar&abilities differ significantly from each other.31-35
In this paper, we draw attention to the fact that relativistic effects are responsible for the stability of AuCO,
and that the stability of CuCO and AuCO is caused by
electron correlation. We address relativistic and electron
correlation effects in group 11 element static dipole polarizabilities in detail. The methods, basis sets, and pseudopotentials we have used are described in the next section.
The results are presented and discussed in Sec. III and our
conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. METHOD

For copper, silver, and gold, we used relativistic (R)
and nonrelativistic (NR) energy-adjusted 19-valence electron pseudopotentials published by our group.2p36The basis
sets are taken from Refs. 2 and 36. The importance of
diffuse and polarization functions for weak interactions
and multipole polarizabilities are well known.37 Therefore,
for copper we added a (2s/2p/3d) diffuse function set with
exponents (0.003, O.OOl/O.Ol, 0.003/0.033, 0.01, 0.0033),
for silver a (2s/lp/2d)
diffuse set with exponents (0.005,
0.001/0.005/0.02, 0.006), and for nonrelativistic and relativistic gold, the diffuse function set described in Ref. 7 was
used. For carbon and oxygen, we used a 6-3 1 1 + G* basis
set38 which gives very good results for the CO stretching
frequency and dipole moment (see Ref. 39). In addition,
we added a diffuse (sp) function set with exponents 0.015
and 0.03 for carbon and oxygen, respectively. For comparison, we applied Hay’s pseudopotential and basis set for
gold.40 We discuss weak interactions within the supermolecular approach using unrestricted Hartree-Fock (HF)
and Moller-Plesset second-order (MP2) procedure38 including both intra- and intermolecular electron correlation
effects. Since we apply very large basis sets, it was not
feasible to optimize all structures using size-consistent configuration interaction procedures such as a coupled cluster
expansion. The MP perturbation series is size consistent (if
the HF wave function exhibits the right dissociation behavior) which is important for weakly interacting systems.
Furthermore, the MP2 method has been used with success
for a series of gold compounds.6,7’10 It has been stressed
recently that MP2 represents a first reasonable estimate for
the calculation of properties in weak interactions.41 Initially, we neglected metal f functions because of the relatively large computer time required for all calculations.
However, f functions can be important for reducing the
basis set superposition error (BSSE) and therefore a
computer-time extensive geometry optimizatio-n at the
MP2 level for linear CuCO and bent AuCO was carried
out including a set of three metal f functions with exponents (3.1235/1.3375/0.4) (Ref. 42) for copper and (2.5/
1.1447/0.4) for gold.’ The BSSE has been neglected so far
for ab initio calculations on copper-carbonyl
compounds.23”5 Since the supermolecular approach is seriously affected by the BSSE, the counterpoise method of
Boys and Bernardi
was used to discuss the BSSE of the

metal-CO dissociation energy De at the MP2 optimized
geometries. This method gives in general reasonable results
when compared to BSSE-free methods.44 For linear C&O,
we optimized the Cu-C bond distance numerically, including the BSSE at each point in order to estimate the change
in geometry due to the BSSE.
In order to discuss dispersion interactions between the
group 11 metal and CO, we determined the dipole polarizabilities aD of copper, silver, and gold numerically, adding a set of three f functions for the metal atoms (see
above and Ref. 45). The formula used is (in atomic units)
aD=2eC2 [E(e) --E(O) ]

(1)

with E being the electric dipole field and E(E) being the
total electronic energy. Small electric dipole fields of e=O
and 0.001 a.u. were used [finite field technique (FFT)46].
Previous HF calculations on Hg show that ag obtained by
the numerical second-derivative method using small displacements in E agrees very well with the analytically derived polarizability within a coupled HF procedure.47 The
numerical accuracy of such a procedure is well known.48
However, with small electric fields, one has to be careful in
setting the convergence of the total electronic energy sufficiently low. We therefore applied tight convergence limits
of lO--” a.u. for the HF and low8 a.u. for the configuration
interaction (CI) procedure on the total electronic energy.
This introduces a maximum error in the dipole polarizabilities of 0.03 A3. The correlation energies have been calculated using MP up to fourth order (MP2-MP4) as well as
quadratic configuration interaction estimating triple contributions
by perturbation
procedure [QCISD (T) or
QCI14’ since multipole polarizabilities are known to be sensitive to the accuracy of the electron correlation procedure
used.50
III. RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

The results are listed in Tables I and II. Optimizations
at the HF level reveal almost repulsive interactions between the metal and CO in accordance with previously
published HF calculations on c&0.23*24 As the metal-CO
bond distance increases, all compounds optimize towards
linear structures. We stopped all HF optimizations at a
metal-CO distance greater than 5 A. At a metal-carbon
distance of above 5 A, we calculated a very weak
metal-CO interaction of less than 0.2 kJ/mol for all molecules, which may be attributed to the BSSE (see below)
and very weak induction forces. As a result, electron correlation is responsible for the stability of CuCO and
AuCO. We mention, however, that in a recent paper, Tse25
calculated only a repulsive interaction between Cu and CO
at a limited CI level. In our opinion, this is due to the very
small basis sets used leaving out diffuse functions which are
important in weak interactions. In contrast to our findings
for CuCO, AgCO is relatively unstable at both the HF and
MP2 levels of theory in agreement with Tse’s results. The
CO stretching mode at -1950 cm-‘, which was tentatively assigned to this species,13 is likely to belong to a
higher coordinated silver carbonyl compound Ag (CO) II
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TABLE I. MP2 molecular properties of group 11 MC0 compounds (M=Cu, Ag, and AU).’
Properties

re0f-c)
r,(CO)
a,(MCO)
D,(M-co)
D;(M-CO)
k,WC)
k,(CO)
PL,

cuco

cuco

AuCO
R

AuCO

R+3f

AgCOb
R

AuCO

R

R+3f

RUW)C

AuCO
NR*

1.823
1.143

1.791
1.144
180.0
57.1
34.8
2.06
17.37
3.50

> 5.5
1.139
< 15
-0
-0
-0
18.26
...

2.020
1.145
152.8
26.4
-3.2
1.03
17.39
1.79

1.996
1.148
150.6
53.8
21.4
1.53
17.05
1.24

2.159
1.137
180.0 -~20.4
-18.9
0.72
18.40
3.16

4.614
1.139
79.7
1.0
0.0
0.003
18.25
0.26

180.0
33.1
15.3
1.56
17.50
2.92

co
NR
1.139

18.26
0.28

co
Expt.
1.128

19.01
0.11

‘Bond distancesr, in Angstroms; angles a,Fre in degrees;dissociation energiesDe and 0: are in kJ mol-’ [DL is corrected for the BSSE (see the text)];
stretching force constants k, are in mdyn A-‘; dipole moments are in Debye. The dissociation energiesdo not include the zero-point vibrational energy
correction. +3f denotes the extension by a set of three f functions.
vhe geometry optimization of AgCO was stoppedat about this geometry, which correspondsto an almost linear Ag* . .OC arrangement.The Ag-C bond
distance becomes longer with each step in the geometry optimization, with a relatively small gradient for the Ag-C bond of low4 a.u. For the R+3f
calculation, see the text and Fig. 1.
‘Relativistic pseudopotentialof Hay (Ref. 40) for gold.
*Nonrelativistic pseudopotential for gold.
‘From Ref. 50.

(n > 1) . This is also supported by recent findings of Leutwyler’s group who have not been able to identify ground
state AgCO in the gas phase.‘l Increasing the basis sets and
using more sophisticated correlation techniques may finally lead to a very small van der Waals interaction between Ag and CO. However, we predict that the bond
distance of a possible AgCO complex would be rather
large, perhaps r,(Ag-CO) > 3 A, and the Ag-CO dissociation energy would be only of a few kJ/mol (see the dis-

cussion below). Previous calculations by Barnes and
Bauschlicher on positively charged transition metal CO
species revealed that the metal-carbon bond in AgCO+ is
weaker than that in CuCO + .26 This indicates a decreasing
trend in the metal-CO bond stability down the group 11,
with the exception of AuCO, which is stable only because
of relativistic effects [the nonrelativistic AuCO MP2 dissociation energy of 1.0 kI/mol at the optimized geometry
equates exactly to the BSSE (Table I)]. This explains the

TABLE II. Vibrational frequenciesof CuCO and AuCO.’
Compound

Method

cuco

MP2

MP2+f

cu”C0
AuCO

MP2+ f/BSSE*
CIPSI
LDF
Expt.
Expt.
Expt.s
MP2

MP2+f

Au,CO
co

NRMP2h
Hay/MPb
Expt.
Expt:
MP2
Expt.

V2
73(54)
104
104
489’

369( 15)
421

372
363
320’

285
173(65)
186
-O( -0)
131(22)

344
299(2)
370
16( -0)
223(-O)

v3

2073(335)
2076
2067
2075
1978
2010
2014
2085
2055(492)
2042
2125(30)
2137(145)
2040
2111
2126(37)
2143,k 2140’

Ayb
53
50
59
112
204
131*2
127
56*2
71
83
1
-11
101*2
30*2

Reference

24
27
11
12
15

14
19
50,53,54

‘Not corrected for the BSSE (see the text). vi is the M-C-O bend, vz is the M-C stretch, v3 is the C-O stretch, and Av3=v(CO) -v3(MCO). All values
are in cm-‘. Absolute IR intensities (in km/mol) are given in parenthesisin italics.
batheCO stretching frequency can vary by about 2 cm- ’ depending on the inert gas matrix used.
vibrational frequenciescalculated from a force-field [program VIB (Ref. 52)] derived from numerical MP2 calculations including a set of three metal
f functions and off-diagonal elements from MP2 calculations without metal f functions.
*Force field corrected for the CuC stretching BSSE.
Ylbtained from the force field given in Table II of Ref. 24.
‘Assignment uncertain (Ref. 11).
PC0 on a Cu( 100) surface.
hNonrelativistic pseudopotentialfor gold.
‘Relativistic pseudopotential of Hay (Ref. 40) for gold.
lC0 on polycrystalline gold surface (Ref. 19).
kFree CO (Ref. 53).
‘CO in the Kr matrix (Ref. 54).
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anomalously low stability of the silver metal-CO interaction relative to those of the other group 11 metals as discussed above. The Cu-CO dissociation energy (35 kJ/
mol) is larger than the Au-CO dissociation energy (21
kJ/mol), in qualitative agreement with the relative desorption temperatures for CO on copper or gold meta1.17’1gA
Mulliken population analysis shows that the metal atom in
CuCO and AuCO is negatively charged. In both cases, the
antibonding singly occupied a-MO consists of metal (s),
CO (sp) and some metal (p) contributions [metal (d)
contributions are negligible]. There is a larger charge sepcompared to C&CO”+
and therearation in A&CO”+
fore the Au-CO bond is more ionic (and therefore less
covalent) compared to the Cu-CO bond. This may rationalize the smaller dissociation energy in AuCO. If we correct the Cu-CO BSSE-corrected dissociation energy for
zero-point vibrational contributions, we obtain the final 0:
value of 32 kJ/mol at the MP2 level. This is in good agreement with the estimated experimental value of 23 f 6 kJ/
mo1.28It also indicates that MP2 slightly overestimates the
metal-carbon bond strength. However, we note that by
applying slightly different assumptions in the calculation of
Dz, Blitz et al. 28 estimated a value of 33 f 8 kJ/mol which
would be in-better agreement with our calculated MP2
value.
The bent structure of AuCO may seem unusual. However, the linear AuCO structure is only 1.7 (2.0) kJ/mol
above the bent arrangement with a slightly increased AuC
bond distance by 0.004 (0.061) A (values without the
f-function set are set in parentheses) and a very similar
CO bond length of 1.147 ( 1.141) A [cf. the bent structure
(Table I)]. The CO stretching frequency for the linear
structure is considerably higher (2100 cm-‘) compared to
the bent arrangement (2055 cm-‘) and is almost as high
as the value for free CO (2126 cm-’ at the MP2 level; [cf.
the experimental value of 2138 cm- ’ for gaseous CO (Table II)]. In order to check our findings, we carried out
MP2 calculations using Hay’s 1 l-valence electron pseudopotential and basis set for gold and a Dunning valence
double-zeta basis55 set for C and 0; these also yield a bent
arrangement of 149-Y, but a considerably larger Au-C distance of 2.558 ;%L.This is due to the neglect of diffuse
functions which are important in representing weak interactions. Thus, augmenting Hay’s basis set by diffuse functions used for our gold basis set and applying our basis set
for CO, we obtain the values given in Tables I and II. The
larger basis set, however, leads to a linear arrangement.
Obviously, different pseudopotentials and basis sets lead to
quite different results. This situation is similar to the recently studied triatomic molecule CaF2, where large basis
sets are needed to obtain the final bent structure.56 As in
the case of CaF2, the AuCO bending mode is very shallow
and it may be difficult to rationalize the bent AuCO arrangement compared to the linear structure of CuCO. As
discussed above the gold atom is negatively charged and
polarization effects may be responsible for the bent structure. The inclusion of the f-function set in our more accurate 19-valence electron pseudopotential calculation for
gold leads also to a bent arrangement for AuCO (Table I).

Furthermore, Hay’s 5d”6? pseudopotentialm predicts the
wrong trend in the CO stretching frequency when going
from free CO to AuCO (Table II). There is often criticism
that pseudopotentials are unreliable. Different fitting procedures can lead to significantly different atomic and molecular properties as shown here. The results demonstrate
that our multielectron
adjusted 19-valence electron
pseudopotentials seem to be accurate for describing even
weak interactions, and we conclude that care must be
taken in the fitting procedure to obtain reliable and accurate pseudopotentials
as by the Stuttgart group.2p36We are
.__
therefore .quite confident about the bent structure of
AuCO. The low frequency for the CuCO bending mode
(Table II) also indicates a shallow bending potential curve.
It may, however, be extremely difficult to experimentally
measure the bent AuCO structure since the inversion barrier is only 2 kJ/mol and therefore the system will behave
dynamically. Therefore, it is to be expected that interactions with matrices in matrix isolation studies will influence the MC0 structure substantially.
In CuCO and AuCO, the C-O bond is slightly longer
than that in free CO (Table I); this can be attributed to u
donation of CO towards the metal atom (see the discussion
below and Ref. 39) and some metal (&)-CO(p,+)
back
bonding. If we compare the M-C bond distance in MC0
with the observed M-C bond distances in copper and gold
carbonyl complexes ( 1.7-1.9 A observed in copper(I)
complexes with carbonyl or isocyanide ligands,57 and 1.92.1 A observed in gold(I)
complexes with cyanide
ligands5*), we conclude that our calculated metal-carbon
bond distances are reasonable.
The frequencies available from matrix isolation studies
agree fairly well with our calculated values (Table II). The
values derived from the decrease in the CO y3 frequency
due to CO binding on the metal atom is underestimated
compared to the matrix isolation studies, i.e., we obtain
only 38% and 82% of the expected shift for CuCO and
AuCO, respectively. We should mention that the offdiagonal force constant kcuc,co between the Cu-C and
C-O coordinates is important ( kac,co=0.561
mdyn/A).
Neglecting kcuc,co increases the CO stretching frequency
by 39 cm-‘. Hence Av3 becomes very sensitive to kcuc,
kc0 y and kuc,co. Interaction with the matrix may also
influence the CO frequency shift (see discussions in Refs.
56 and 59 for CaF,) . More accurate calculations at the CI
level and, perhaps, larger basis sets are necessary to obtain
better results. The calculated CuCO bending mode is significantly lower than the value found for CO adsorption on
copper surfaces (Table II). In contrast, Berthiers result24
for the y1 mode seems to be overestimated. Inclusion of
copper f functions increases the CuCO bending mode by
only 31 cm-‘. We therefore conclude that surface effects
increase the frequency of the bending mode significantly.
The absolute IR intensities of the CO stretching mode are
335 and 492 km/m01 for CuCO and AuCO, respectively,
and are significantly enhanced compared to free CO at 36
km/mol. This may be due to the increased polarity of the
CO bond which results from its interaction with the metal
atom, i.e. compare the dipole moments of free CO with
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those of CuCO and AuCO. The IR intensity of the metalcarbon stretching mode is very small, especially in the case
of AuCO. However, the Au-C-O bending mode is quite
intense with 65 km/mol and should be observable in matrix isolation in the frequency range below 200 cm-‘.
We also investigated the first low lying ‘II state of
CuCO (Refs. 24 and 60) which has the following spectroscopic properties) at the MP2 level (without copper f
functions) : r,(CuC)=1.774
A; r,(CO)=1.169
A;
TJ21;+ +2 II) =1.24 eV, pe=3.99 D, and the harmonic
frequencies (in cm-‘)
418 (CuCO bend), 537 (Cu-C
stretch), and 2060 (C-O stretch). The Cu-C bond is
shorter and the Cu-C stretching force constant higher
compared to the 28+ ground state. Also the bending mode
at 418 cm-’ is considerably higher than that of the 22+
ground state at only 73 cm-‘. MP2 predicts a linear structure for the first excited 211state in contrast to the work of
Berthier et a1.24Our Cu-C bond distance is also considerably shorter compared to the complete active space selfconsistent field (CASSCF) result by Broomfield and Lambert (1.94 h;),” which may be attributed to the limited
basis used in their CI calculation and to the MP2 approximation applied in our case.
The relatively good agreement between the calculated
and experimental frequencies may indicate that the method
chosen is very accurate and the basis sets are sufficiently
large. However, at the relativistic MP2 level, we obtain
BSSE(Au) =25.5 kJ/mol, BSSE(C0) =4.1 kJ/mol, and
therefore a total BSSE(AuC0) =29.6 kJ/mol using the
basis set without metal f functions. This is larger than the
calculated AuCO dissociation energy (26.4 kJ/mol). By
comparison, the HF-BSSE for gold at the MP2 optimized
geometry is only 1.5 k.J/mol. It is known that the counterpoise method can overestimate the correct BSSE (see Refs.
61 and 62 for a critical discussion on this subject). For
AuCO, using the Hay’s pseudopotential for gold,40 we obtain at the MP2 level BSSE(Au)=36.5
kJ/mol,
BSSE( CO) = 2.8 kJ/mol, and a total BSSE( AuCO) = 39.3
kJ/mol, which is even higher compared with the result
obtained by using our more accurate 19-valence-electron
pseudopotential for gold. The results for CuCO (without
metal f functions) are more satisfying, i.e. at the MP2
level, we obtain BSSE(Cu) = 11.7 kJ/mol, BSSE(C0)
=6.1 kJ/mol, and therefore a total BSSE(CuC0) = 17.8
kJ/mol. Here, the BSSE is 54% of the total dissociation
energy (33.1 kJ/mol) . Obviously, electron correlation effects raise the BSSE more in gold relative to copper. This
can be attributed to relativistic effects which increase the
contribution from electron correlation in the total electronic energy. However, the very large BSSE renders uncertain the results obtained for both molecules. Considering the quite large basis sets used for both CO and the
metal atom, we conclude that accurate results are only
obtained if the BSSE can be suppressed below 1 or 2 kJ/
mol, or is explicitly included in the geometry optimization.
However, this has not been achieved so far, and for polyatomic molecules, the inclusion of the BSSE in gradient
procedures can become quite cumbersome. Moreover, the
counterpoise approximation has its limitations, despite

2

I
3

I
4

1
5

I
6

1
7

1
8

I
9

D

FIG. 1. MP2 potential curves for the interaction of Ag with CO. The
AgCO bond angle and the CO bond distance are kept constant at 180”and
1.13938, respectively. The upper potential curve includes the BSSE.

some praise of this method given recently by Tao and
Pan.63
One may expect that the inclusion of f functions on
gold and copper should reduce the BSSE, because larger
metal-CO distances imply that higher angular momentum
basis functions contribute significantly to the BSSE. However, if we include a set of three f functions for gold at the
newly optimized MP2 level (see Table I), the BSSE is
increased slightly to 32.4 kJ/mol, 60% of the total dissociation energy [BSSE( AU) = 26.0 kJ/mol, BSSE( CO)
=6.2 kJ/mol]. It is well known that the BSSE can increase,64in our case, this is due mainly to the shorter Au-C
distance and the increase of the BSSE in CO. Obviously,
metal f functions are not very significant for the BSSE
compared to the metal (s,p,d) function set, but they are
certainly important for increasing the dissociation energy
(by 27.4 kJ/mol for AuCO). A similar picture is obtained
for CuCO augmented by a set of three f functions for
copper, i.e., BSSE( Cu) = 13.1 kJ/mol, BSSE( CO) =9.2
kJ/mol, and therefore 40% of the total dissociation energy.
The total BSSE for CuCO and AuCO is still too large and
a better method would be to optimize basis sets at the
correlated, and possibly molecular level, i.e. at the MP2
level for both the metal atom and the CO molecule. However, such basis sets are not available yet because of the
relatively large computer time required for the fit procedure.
Concerning AgCO, we applied the larger basis set for
silver including three f functions4’ and scanned the Ag-C
distance keeping the CO distance constant at the optimized
MP2 value ( 1.1393 A). The potential curve for this linear

complexis shownin Fig. 1.Whencorrectingfor theBSSE,
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TABLE III. Total atomic spin densities p.

cuco
MP2
LDF
Expt.
Expt.

(this work)
(Ref. 27)
(Ref. 12)
(Ref. 65)

AuCO

cu

C

0.

1.10
0.84
0.88
0.75495

-0.08
0.11
-0.01
(0.05)

:0:03
0.05
0.0
...

we see that the dissociation energy D, is only 0.9 kJ/mol
(0.8 kJ/mol if corrected for the zero-point vibration) and
the bond distance is rather large (4.3 A). The calculated
Ag-CO stretching frequency is very small ( 16 cm-‘) and
it would be difhcult to observe this species in matrix isolation. We also confirmed the linear arrangement of this
weakly bound species by scanning the AgCO angle at a
fixed Ag-CO distance of 4 A.
To study the influence of the BSSE on the molecular
geometry, we optimized the CuC bond in linear CuCO
numerically, accounting for the BSSE at each step, including copper f functions and keeping the CO bond distance
fixed [rco= 1.444 A (see Table I)]. Due to the BSSE, the
results shown in Table I change to the following values:
r,= 1.820 A, D,=35.2 kJ/mol, and k,= 1.59 mdyn/A. The
CuC bond distance increases slightly by only 0.03 A and
the Cu-CO dissociation energy increases by only 0.44 kJ/
mol. However, k, is reduced significantly changing the frequencies as shown in Table II. The CuC stretching frequency is now in much better agreement with the matrix
isolation study, compared to the value with no BSSE correction. However, the calculated CuC stretching frequency
is still too large. This could be attributed to the MP2 approximation which may overestimate the metal-carbon
bond strength.
Very recently, Fournier published linear combination
of Gaussian-type orbital-density functional (LCGTO-DF)
calculations for CuCO including the Becke correction.”
Since density functionals exhibit a wrong asymptotic behavior, it is assumed that weak interactions cannot be described accurately by this method. It is therefore useful to
compare Foumier’s results with ours. His calculated bond
distances for CuC and CO (1.858 and 1.166 A) are in
reasonable agreement with our MP2 results (1.820 and
1.144 A). Interestingly, Foumier obtains a bent structure
for CuCO with an angle of 143.9”and an inversion barrier
of 13 kJ/mol. Note that the experimentally observed axially symmetric copper hyperthre coupling and g factor”@
support a linear CuCO arrangement in accordance with
our results. The dissociation energy calculated by Fournier
is overestimated (72 kJ/mol), which shows the usual behavior that density functional theory overestimates binding
energies. This gives rise to a CO frequency shift of 204
cm-’ which is too large compared with the experimental
value ( - 130 cm-‘) .11*12The LDF dipole moment of 0.68
D is far below our MP2 value of 3.5 D.
Concerning the electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) results published recently by Chenier et al. I2 as
well as Kasai and Jones,65 our MP2 spin densities p listed

-Au
1.19

C

0

-0.25

0.06

in Table III fully support the conclusion that theunpaired
spin is mostly located at the copper atom. A more detailed
analysis for CuCO shows p (4~~) = 0.10 and negligible values for p (3d) and p (4~~) for the copper atom in contrast
to Foumier’s results.27 The spin densities change dramatically for the more strongly bound low lying 2H state of
CUCO-p(Cu)=O.37,
p(C)=O.45, and p(O)=O.18.
The experimental dipole moment as well as the quadrupole moment of CO is relatively sma1166and therefore,
the dominant long-range force may be expected to be a
London-type dispersion force. This is also indicated by the
fact that the HF potential energy surface of the metal-CO
interaction is (almost) repulsive and therefore electron
correlation is responsible for the stability of CuCO and
AuCO, which, at large metal-CO distances, can be considered to be identical to the dispersion energy (see discussion
in Ref. 30). Since the dispersion energy is proportional to
the (static) dipole polarizabilities ao of the weakly interacting species involved (London or Slater-Kirkwood equation), we expect that the trend in ao of the group 11
metals may give a hint of the unusual stability behavior of
the group 11 carbonyl compounds. Atomic (and molecular) polarizabilities are of general interest because they appear in a variety of atomic, molecular, and solid state properties. The most recent review on electric dipole
polarizabilities seems to be the one by Miller and Bederson
in 1988.67
Experimental polarizabilities for the group 11 elements
are not available, so we determined ao for the neutral
atoms as well as for the positively and negatively charged
ions (Table IV). We assume that because of the small
pseudopotential core definition, large basis sets, and the
QCIImethod used, our calculated ao values should be
quite accurate. Our values agree quite well with the ones
obtained previously by Fuentealba et al. using a semiempirical pseudopotential approach including only the
outer s electron in the valence space.34 In contrast to our
nonrelativistic HF value of (To for gold, the relativistic QD
value does not agree very well with Sadlej’s result.35 This
must be due to the different relativistic operators used in
both approaches. The simple relativistic Cowan-Griffin operator35 may not be sufficient for the large relativistic effects encountered in atomic and molecular properties of
gold. Fraga’s relativistic Pople-Schofield-Kirkwood
results32 seem to be overestimated.
-If we~regard relativistic and correlation effects as perturbations to the nonrelativistic Fock operator, we may
split the different contributions to the dipole polarizability
into the following parts:
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TABLE IV. Electric dipole polarizabiiities at the various levels (in Angstrom3) for Cu”, Ag”, and Au” (n= + 1, 0, - 1).
CU
n=
This work
HF
MP2
MP3
MP4
QCISD
QCISD(T)
QCISD(T)/fC

t-1

0

-1

0.71
0.68
1.01
0.97
0.71
0.69
1.32
I.25
0.99
0.94
0.89
0.85
0.63
0.59

10.00
IO.90
5.02
5.54
7.09
z 71
3.43
3.84
6.90
Z42
6.67
Z36
7.63
8.55
7.65

79.51
88.58
10.56
17.09
34.58
48.66
23.77
16.12
32b
37b
47b
53b
sb
59b

AOSFd
Others
LDF
NRPSKf
RPSK’
HFp
NRPPh
ARPPh
SEPPh
NRHF’
Rlw
Dsi

0.74

0.75
0.76

7.31
9.10
9.04

Au

Ag
+1
1.08
1.02
1.20
I.13
1.14
- -1.08
1.22
1.14

1.19
1.11
1.18
1.12
0.85
0.76

0
12.22
IS. 62
4.81
6.06
6.79
8.49
6.06
z47
8.17
IO.24
7.74
9.63
9.92
I2.5I
8.17

-1

+1

80.41

1.57
I.34
1.71
1.44
1.68
1740
1.73
1.45
1.71
I.42
1.72
1.43
1.32
0.92

108.53

2.28
I%59
23.60
39.46
28.44
46.28
48.48
64.97
31.54
44.51
42.53
58.28

8.56

0
6.92

15.36
3.90
5.45
4.74
8.Il
4.62
Z48
5.30
IO.14
5.20
9.50
6.16
12.52
5.11

-1
30.37
97.81
0.45
4.07
9.23
29.49
8.98
41.43
17.59
59.I5
14.23
38.10
18.06
53.77

6.48

92.8
1.49
1.23

12.42

11.4
10.4
6.2

14.5

6.0

6.5

11.7
7.0

1.98

9.89

12.7
6.2
4.4
II I4
4.36
5.0

‘Nonrelativistic values are given in italics.
bFor the QCI calculations of Cu-, the electric field is reduced to 0.0002 a.u. in order to obtain convergencein the CI procedure. The numerical accuracy
of the dipole polarizability is therefore reduced to *0.7 a.u. One of the QCI values of Cu- is missing becausethe CI procedure did not converge.
‘Without metal f functions.
dApproximated oscillator strength formula (see the text).
‘Density functional (Xa) approach (Ref. 31).
‘Popltichofield-Kirkwood
approximation using oscillator strength sums and analytical nonrelativistic (NR) and numerical relativistic (R) GF wave
functions for the evaluation of the necessaryexpectation values (Ref. 32).
sNonrelativistic HF (Ref. 33).
hHartree-Fock using nonrelativistic (NRPP), spin-orbit averagedrelativistic (ARPP), and semiempirical (SEPP) one-valenceelectron pseudopotentials (Ref. 34).
fNonrelativistic and relativistic HF results using the Cowan-Griffin operator (Ref. 35).
%stimated relativistic Dirac-Slater values from Doolen and Liberman taken from Fig. 6 of Ref. 67.

RCI =aN,RHF+~aRHF+AaNRCI+~a(R,CI)-

"D

agRHF is the nonrelativistic

(2)

HF aD, AaRHF is the relativistic contribution to aD at the HF level, and AaNRC’is the
correlation contribution relative to the nonrelativistic HF
level. Since relativistic and correlation effects may not be
strictly additive, we have to consider a mixed relativisticcorrelation contribution Aa(R7C1), which couples both effects. A similar scheme is used by Sadlej and coworkers35*68 in a multiple perturbation procedure. The
contributions of each of the last three terms in Eq. (2) for
copper, silver, and gold are depicted in Fig. 2. The correlation contribution AaNRC’ to the electrostatic dipole pola&ability
within the group 11 series of elements is between -3.5 (copper) and -6 A3 (silver and gold). As
expected, the relativistic contribution 1AaRHF 1 increases
from copper to silver to gold. For gold, relativistic effects
exceed electron correlation. The relatively large coupling

between relativistic and correlation effects Aa(R9C1) for
gold shows-that both effects are not additive. For the neutral atoms, relativistic and correlation effects decrease aD,
which is only partially compensated by Aa(RIC1). This was
also found by Sadlej and co-workers for the group 2 series
of elements.69 Note that for copper 1Aa(RPC1)1 is slightly
larger than I AaRHF I .
The relativistic decrease in aD can be rationalized by
the relativistic 6s contraction leading to a less deformable
(“hard”) atomic density distribution.31 Electron correlation effects for nsm elements (m = 1,2) seem in general to
diminish aD .47969
Consider the oscillator strength formula
(OSF) of the dipole polarizability (in atomic units)70971

aD=
s

13)

E. and Ek are the energies of the ground and excited states,
respectively. The integral runs over all (discrete and con-
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I

FIG. 2. Relativistic and electron correlation contributions to the atomic
electric dipole polarizabilities in Angstroms’ [at the QCISD(T) level] for
neutral copper, silver, and gold [see Fq. (2)]. The bars are defined as
follows: black baRHF; grey AaNRcl; striped AaRsCr.

tinuous) excited states k. fok is the oscillator strength for
the transition O--+k. If we assume that the first allowed
transition (fokfO) is the 0-t 1 transition with fOk= 1 and
neglect all other (weaker) transitions, we obtain the simple
approximate oscillator strength formula7’ ( AOSF) as
shown in Eq. (3). For copper, Silver, and gold, the first
transitions are from the 2S,,2 into the 2D3,2 and 2D5,2
states *which are, however, Laporte forbidden. The first
allowed transition is the 2S1,2+ 2P1,2 transition, which is
known experimentally (we neglect the 2S1,2+ 2P3/2 transi:
tion in our qualitative analysis).72 The AOSF results for
the neutral atoms are shown in Table IV. The AOSF values are in surprisingly good agreement with the QCI results. This was first recognized for the alkali metal atom
dipole polarizabilities by Dalgarno and Kingston7’ who
produced results of *7% uncertainty.67 This formula is
convenient for discussing relativistic effects. The relativistic
decrease in the 6s ionization potential ( -2.0 eV)7 of gold
is much larger compared to the relativistic spin-orbit stabilization of the 6p level C-O.3 eV (Ref. 72) for the 2P1,2
level]. Hence the nonrelativistic AOSF value would be 12
A3, which is larger than the polarizability of silver and in
reasonable agreement with our QCI result. The large relativistic increase in the dipole polarizability can also be rationalized using the empirical relation between aD and the
electronegativity (EN) shown recently by Nagle.73 It
shows that the relativistic change hRaD is proportional to
the third power of the relativistic change in the electronegativity of the atom A,EN. Both the relativistic change in
the ionization potential and the electronegativity are a result of the relativistic 6s stabilization, and this demonstrates that the relativistic decrease in the gold dipole polarizability is due to the same effect. Similar arguments
hold for copper and silver.

~~ Relativistic and correlation effects become more domhiant along the series Mf <M < M- (M=Cu,Ag,Au).
Electron correlation in aD for the positively charged elements is quite small and there is little variation within the
different approximations used. However, this picture
changes when going to the negatively charged species
where aD becomes very sensitive to the method of electron
correlation used. Note that the aD value at the MP2 level
is too small compared with the other correlation procedures, and gives the wrong trend in aD for silver and gold
when going from the positively to the negatively charged
species. Relativistic effects increase ag for the positively
charged species, which may be rationalized by the relativistic d destabilization. As for the neutral elements,
IAaRHFI increases along the series Cu+ < Ag+ < Au+.
Electron correlation and relativistic effects in aD become
very large for the negatively charged ions M-. In fact, aD
becomes extremely sensitive to the electron correlation
procedure applied. We therefore conclude that the calculation of polarizabilities of negatively charged species
(with very “soft” electron distributions) requires large basis sets with high angular quantum number functions
[compare the values with and without metal f functions
(Table IV)] and more sophisticated CI procedures. This
becomes evident by comparing the QCI results with and
without the triple contributions which changes aD by more
than 20% for gold and therefore suggests that even higher
contributions in the coupled cluster expansion become important. It was ~shown by Gollisch31 that f functions are
important. The inclusion off functions decreases aD for M
and M-, but increases aD for M+ (M=Cu, Ag, and Au)
(Table III).
The convergence of the MI’ perturbation series of aD is
shown in Fig. 3. The MP series oscillates, which is wellknown behavior for many atomic and molecular properMP2 seems to overeStimate correlation effects,
jiig:
which is due mainly to the neglect of coupled double contributions. This is especially the case for the negatively
chargid species and, as a result, MP2 predicts the wrong
trend in ag along the series M+, M, and M- (Table IV).
Recept calculations on the mercury atom showed that
MP2 is not a very reliable method for the determination of
static dipole polarizabilities, and this is supported by our
findings for the group 11 elements. Sadlej et al. also found
a poor convergence in aD for the perturbation series of the
group 2 series of elements.69 Moreover, if we plot h&XD
=aD-aD NR at different levels of electron correlation (Fig.
3), we see that the MP series converges badly. We therefore conclude that care should be taken using many-body
perturbation theory for dipole polarizabilities.
A detailed analysis in terms of a weak interaction perturbation theory is beyond the scope of this work and may
be very difficult to obtain for an anisotropic triatomic molecular system (see, e.g., Nicolas and Spiegelmann75).
General expressions for the Coulomb, induction, and dispersion forces of the interaction of an atom with a diatomic
m’olecule using multipole moments and (static) polarizabilities have been given by Buckingham.
If we neglect
the anisotropy in aD(CO) (y=aII -al =0) and use the
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(---) of neutral copper, silver, and
gold atoms.

Buckingham-London formula,3o we obtain for the van der
Waals coefficient C, the relation
(4)

where a is the dipole polarizability and I.P. is the ionization potential. From the QCI values of Table IV, we obtain
the ratio aR/aNR- -0.64 for gold. The second factor on the
right hand side can be estimated using previously determined relativistic and nonrelativistic 1.P.s for gold (see
also Fig. 4)) and we obtain a ratio of 1.17 (the experimental I.P. of CO has been taken from Ref. 50). Hence the
relativistic to nonrelativistic ratio of the C6 coefficients is
-2:3. The equation above is clearly dominated by the ratio
of the dipole polarizabilities which shows exactly the yeverse trend to that expected from the stability behavior of
the group 11 monocarbonyl compounds, i.e., a,(Ag>
> aD(Cu) > aD(Au) (Fig. 4). Figure 4 shows that this
trend is also revealed at the nonrelativistic level and may
therefore be attributed partly to the lanthanide contraction, which contrasts with Gollisch’s findings.31 This is
supported by the monotonic increase of aD in the group 2
elements from beryllium down to radium78 in contrast to
the trend calculated for the polarizabilities of the group 11
elements. Relativistic effects only increase the nonmonotonicity in aD (Fig. 4). From expression (3), we derive that
the relativistic change in the polarizability is, to a first
approximation, quadratically dependent on the relativistic
change in the group 11 ionization potentials. This rationalizes the large relativistic contribution to aD compared to

cu

Ag

Au

FIG. 4. QCISD(T) relativistic and nonrelativistic electric dipole polarizabilities aD (in Angstroms’), ionization potentials (I.P.) (in electron
volts), and electron affinities E.A. (in electron volts) for copper, silver,
and gold atoms at the QCI level. The nonrelativistic (NR) and relativistic
(R) QCISD(T) and experimental 1.P.sand E.A.s (from Refs. 72 and 77)
are as follows (in electron volts): Cu, I.P.(NRQCI) 7.473, I.P.(RQCI)
7.695, I.P.(expt) 7.724, E.A.(NRQCI) 1.128, &A.(RQCI)
1.199,
E.A.(expt) 1.228; Ag, I.P.(NRQCI)
6.886, I[.P.(RQCI) 7.431,
I.P.(expt) 7.574, E.A.(NRQCI) 1.008, E.A.(RQCI) 1.199, E.A.(expt)
1.302; Au, I.P.(NRQCI) 6.956, I.P.(RQCI) 8.898, I.P.(expt) 9.220,
E.A.(NRQCI) 1.103, E.A.(RQCI) 2.073, E.A.(expt) 2.309.

the ionization potentials (Fig. 4). Even so, we need higher
order and dynamic polarizabilities for the full expression of
the van der Waals coefficients (i.e., the Casimir-Polder
formula7’) to explain dispersion forces; we expect that the
trend in group 11 metal-CO interactions cannot be explained by dispersion forces only.
The metal-CO distances are quite short (see the discussion below) for weakly interacting complexes, and the
large charge separation calculated for M”-CO”+
(M = Cu
and Au) indicates that short-range effects such as chargetransfer interactions and repulsive forces become dominant
over the dispersion interactions. The Mulliken population
analysis reveals that the metal atom is acting as a charge
acceptor and CO as a charge donor. This is also evident
when examining the first doubly occupied binding MO of
AuCO or CuCO, which indicates a considerable overlap
between the metal (sd) and CO (sp) orbitals. Chargetransfer interactions are proportional to the electron affinity .(E.A.) of the acceptor atom, the ionization potential
(I.P.) of the donor atom, and the overlap between the two
interacting species.30 Since the I.P. of CO is a constant
within the group 11 metal-CO species, the metal E.A.s
should give more insight into the charge-transfer mechanism (Fig. 4). As pointed out much earlier by Pyykkii and
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Desclau~,‘~*~ the E.A. increases sharply from silver to gold
due to relativistic effects. A similar trend is found for the
electronegativities of the group 11 elements.2*7 Moreover,
electron correlation contributes significantly to the E.A.
(- 160 kJ/mol)7 enhancing the charge-transfer mechanism which is not well described at the (uncorrelated) HF
level.

dependent dynamic polarizabilities ar(iw) (Refs. 30 and
79-82) and accurate multipole moments have to be determined in order to obtain a general picture on the bonding
behavior. Work in our group is underway to investigate
this problem.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work was supported by the Auckland University
Research Committee. We would like to thank Professor S.
Leutwyler (ETH Ziirich), Professor P. Pyykkij (University of Helsinki), Dr. Michael Dolg (University of Stuttgart), and one of the referees for valuable comments.

The main conclusions of our calculations can be summarized as follows: (i) CuCO and AuCO are stable only at
the correlated level, i.e., at the HF level, both molecules
dissociate into the metal atom and CO. Thus, CuCO and
AuCO are van der Waals type molecules. (ii) AgCO is
unstable at the HF and very weakly bound at the MP2
level, dissociating into Ag and CO. (iii) AuCO is stable
only if relativistic effects are included. (iv) AuCO is bent
in contrast to CuCO. The trend in the stability of the
weakly interacting group 11 metal-CO complexes cannot
be explained by the simple London equation because of the
reverse trend in group 11 dipole polarizabilities.
For gold, both relativistic and electron correlation effects in the electrostatic dipole polarizability are large and
become equally important. The relativistic 6s stabilization
lowers the dipole polarizability pf .gold by 45% (at the CI
level), which can be understood from the approximate oscillator strength formula. The Moller-Plesset perturbation
series has to be used with care because of the bad convergence behavior for dipole polarizabilities. For the negatively charged ions, the dipole polarizability becomes extremely sensitive to basis set effects and the method chosen
for electron correlation. More accurate calculations beyond QCISD(T) with larger basis sets are required to obtain accurate dipole polarizabilities for the negatively
charged species. This agrees with an earlier analysis by
Dalgarno.71 Experimental work is necessary to support our
QCI results.
To explain the bonding of group 11 monocarbonyl
compounds remains a challenge to theoretical chemists.
First, very accurate relativistic (including spin-orbit coupling) and electron correlation methods together with
large and accurate basis sets, preferably optimized at the
correlated level, are necessary to achieve accurate results
for geometries and interaction energies of these weakly interacting complexes. The metal-CO interaction is sensitive
to the chosen model and the physical environment (e.g.,
the metal surface or cluster). We conclude that modeling
CO adsorption on group 11 metal surfaces using only the
monocarbonyl species may not be suitable despite many
attempts in this direction. The triatomic MC0 system can
reproduce the overall trend in the metal-CO bond stability,
but the CO binding on the metal atom is weak and therefore contrasts to the CO binding on the metal surface,
where we expect much larger chemisorption energies. Configuration interaction calculations on group 11 metal
monocarbonyl compounds including the BSSE in the geometry optimization would be ideal, but are not feasible in
our case due to the large basis sets necessary for an adequate description of the weak bonding. Second, frequency-
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